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Technical Details

● Storage: Gloves should be stored in a cool, dry environment in the original packaging and out of
direct sunlight.

● Maintenance: Both new and old gloves should be thoroughly inspected before use to ensure no
damage is present. Gloves should not be left in a contaminated condition if reuse is intended - if
contaminated, gloves should be cleaned as far as possible
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PK55-G4
Pressking

Tested in accordance with EN 388, EC type examination
carried out by:
SATRA Quality Assurance Ltd, SATRA Technology  Centre,
Wyndham Way, Telford Way, Kettering, Northamptonshire,
NN16 8SD, United Kingdom (Notified Body No. 0321)
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OUR REF: PK55-G4

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

A superior chrome leather gauntlet with
open cuff made from top quality split
shoulder leather with a complete
Seamless CUT RESISTANT lining knitted
from high tech yarn and fully sewn with
Genuine DuPont™ Kevlar® thread for
greater strength. Superior mechanical
performance, designed specially for the
toughest jobs in the presswork industry
but suitable for a multitude of other
demanding applications.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS

Heavy handling of dry or oily materials
where there may be sharp edges.

AVAILABLE SIZES:  11

PACKAGING: Per Pack: 5 pairs

        Per Box: 50 pairs

DuPont™ and Kevlar® are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company.

The results are taken from the palm area of the gloves
and the uncoated surface may  have reduced
performance levels.


